Recent investigations of an electric oxygen-iodine laser system have shown that computational modeling overpredicts the experimentally measured power output for similar gain conditions. This discrepancy is potentially due to an unknown reaction that competes with the forward pumping of I͑ 2 P 1/2 ͒ by O 2 ͑a 1 ⌬͒. Measurements of gain recovery downstream of an operating laser cavity were performed. Modeling of this experiment shows that reducing the forward pumping rate by an effective factor of approximately 4 to simulate a competing mechanism results in the computational modeling matching the experimental gain recovery measurements, and in improved agreement between the measured and modeled laser power extraction.
Recent investigations of an electric oxygen-iodine laser system have shown that computational modeling overpredicts the experimentally measured power output for similar gain conditions. This discrepancy is potentially due to an unknown reaction that competes with the forward pumping of I͑ 2 P 1/2 ͒ by O 2 ͑a 1 ⌬͒. Measurements of gain recovery downstream of an operating laser cavity were performed. Modeling of this experiment shows that reducing the forward pumping rate by an effective factor of approximately 4 to simulate a competing mechanism results in the computational modeling matching the experimental gain recovery measurements, and in improved agreement between the measured and modeled laser power extraction. [3] [4] [5] and lasing [4] [5] [6] in other ElectricOIL configurations since the first demonstrations. Ionin et al. 7 provided a comprehensive topical review of discharge production of O 2 ͑ 1 ⌬͒ and various ElectricOIL studies. In this letter the authors report on gain recovery measurements downstream of an operating resonator in an electric oxygen-iodine laser device. The O 2 ͑ 1 ⌬͒ is produced by a transverse capacitive 13.56 MHz discharge in O 2 -He-NO mixture. The quartz discharge tube has a 4.9 cm inside diameter, and the electrodes are 25.4 cm long. More information on the performance of the transverse rf discharge sustained in O 2 -He-NO gas mixtures used in the experiments presented herein can be found in Woodard et al. 8 The O 2 ͑ 1 ⌬͒-rich flow ͑primary͒ exiting the discharge region passes through a water-cooled heat exchanger and then passes through a duct containing injectors for iodine vapor carried by helium ͑secondary͒ and cooled nitrogen ͑tertiary͒. The combined flow is then expanded through a Mach 2 nozzle, which has purged mounts on either side of the supersonic flow section that accept 2 in. ͑50 mm͒ optics into which wedged windows can be placed for gain measurements, or laser mirrors can be placed for laser oscillation. For this particular set of experiments, a special insert was manufactured in order to hold a 1 in. ͑25 mm͒ high-reflectivity laser mirror at each mount centerline inside of the wedged windows, allowing a gain probe beam to pass upstream and downstream of the active resonator. The diagnostic setup for this experiment is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The gain length of the laser cavity is 5 cm. Two 99.996% reflective mirrors purchased from AT Films, each with 2 m radius of curvature and 1 in. diameter formed a stable optical cavity. The mirror separation was approximately 33 cm.
Simultaneous measurements of the optical emission from O 2 ͑ 1 ⌬͒ at 1268 nm and O 2 ͑b 1 ⌺͒ at 762 nm were made in the subsonic section downstream of the discharge. A Roper scientific optical multichannel analyzer with a 1024-element InGaAs LN 2 cooled array interfaced to an Acton Research SP-2300i spectrometer was used for measurements at 1268 nm. A thermoelectric-cooled Apogee charge coupled device was used to measure the spectra of the O 2 ͑b 1 ⌺͒ transition at 762 nm. Gas flow temperatures can be extracted from the rotational spectra of the O 2 ͑b 1 ⌺͒ measurements. Both instruments were fiber coupled to enable instrument positioning flexibility and excellent measurement repeatability.
Micro-Motion CMF and Omega FMA mass flow meters were used to measure the flow rates of the gases. The I 2 concentration was measured by a method developed by Physical Sciences Inc. ͑PSI͒ and is based on the continuum absorption of molecular iodine at 488 nm. Details of this diagnostic are described by Rawlins et al. 9 Pressure in the subsonic and supersonic flow regions was measured by capacitance manometers from MKS and Leybold.
Measurements of gain ͑or absorption͒ were made using the Iodine-Scan Diagnostic ͑ISD͒ developed by PSI. 10 The ISD is a diode laser based monitor for the small signal gain in iodine lasers. The system uses a single mode tunable diode laser that is capable of accessing all six hyperfine compoa͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: jwzimmer@uiuc.edu. nents of the atomic iodine. It was calibrated in frequency to enable automated operation for the ͑3,4͒ hyperfine transition for our experiments. A fiber optic cable was used to deliver the diode laser probe beam to the iodine diagnostic regions in the supersonic cavity. Since the ISD uses a narrow band diode laser, measurements of the lineshapes can also be used to determine the local temperature from the Voigt profile. Laser power measurements were made with a Scientech Astral™ model AC5000 calorimeter interfaced to a Scientech Vector™ model S310 readout. An infrared detection card from New Focus, Model 5842, with response between 800-1600 nm, was also used to observe the intensity profile of the beam.
The primary flow conditions for the gain recovery measurements were 7 mmol/s O 2 diluted in 33 mmol/s He and 0.05 mmol/s NO. The power input to the discharge was 700 W. The discharge production of O 2 ͑ 1 ⌬͒ was enhanced by the addition of a small proportion of NO to lower the ionization threshold of the gas mixture and improve discharge stability. The NO also significantly reduces the concentration of atomic oxygen, which has been shown to quench the desired I͑ 2 P 1/2 ͒ state. 11, 12 The O 2 ͑ 1 ⌬͒ yield measured downstream of the discharge for these conditions was Ϸ18%, which corresponds to 170 W stored in the O 2 ͑ 1 ⌬͒ flow. A secondary stream of Ϸ0.02 mmol/s of I 2 with 20.0 mmol/s of secondary He diluent was injected 32.4 cm downstream from the exit of the primary discharge. Gain recovery measurements were taken for two tertiary N 2 flow inputs: ͑a͒ 74 mmol/s N 2 at 140 K and ͑b͒ 50 mmol/s N 2 at 300 K. These flow conditions result in laser cavity temperatures of approximately 115 and 164 K for cases ͑a͒ and ͑b͒, respectively. In case ͑a͒ the discharge operated at 24 Torr. In case ͑b͒ the discharge operated at 20 Torr.
The spatial gain measurements and corresponding BLAZE-V modeling results are shown in Fig. 2 In both modeling cases, the backward rate is determined from the wellestablished equilibrium rate, 13 K eq = k b / k f = 1.3346e ͑−403/T͒ . This four times reduction in forward rate supports a prior hypothesis by Rawlins et al. 14 that there is some important unknown kinetic process that is specific to the ElectricOIL system and tied to the pumping process. The result that the same effective rate constant provided good agreement with both sets of data at different temperatures suggests that this ElectricOIL-specific kinetic process is relatively temperature independent.
To reinforce the conclusion from the above comparison of experiment and the BLAZE-V model, the data were compared to a simple analytic model. The spatial derivative of the gain can be expressed as
where ͑T͒ = ͑7 / 12͒͑1.293ϫ 10
͒ ͱ 300/ T is the stimulated emission cross section ͑in cm 2 ͒, and the spatial derivatives of ͓I ‫ء‬ ͔ and ͓I͔ can be expressed as
where the backward rate k b = k f / K eq . k q is the rate of I ‫ء‬ quenching by oxygen atoms and u is the flow velocity. The influence of oxygen atom quenching is negligible in these cases, and the slope at a given point in the data can be approximated as linear, such that dg / dx = C is constant. Using these approximations, and the above relations, the effective forward rate can be expressed as 
Using this simple model, and the measured values of slope from the gain data in Fig. 2 , and other inputs to Eq. ͑3͒, the values of k f,eff determined in the ͑a͒ chilled and ͑b͒ roomtemperature N 2 tertiary cases were 1.64ϫ 10 −11 and 1.45 ϫ 10 −11 molecules −1 cm 3 s −1 , respectively. Thus, this simple analytical model is in agreement with the assessment from BLAZE-V calculations that there is an unknown mechanism that competes with the forward pumping of I ‫ء‬ by O 2 ͑ 1 ⌬͒. The measured laser powers were 1.8 and 0.85 W for data in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒ , respectively. The predicted laser powers using a forward rate of k f = 7.8 ϫ 10 −11 molecules −1 cm 3 s −1 were 9.2 and 5.2 W for Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒, respectively. When the forward rate was reduced to k f,eff = 1.9ϫ 10 −11 molecules −1 cm 3 s −1 , the predicted laser powers were reduced to 3.6 and 1.7 W for Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒, respectively. Compared to the experiment, the BLAZE-V model predicts a similar ratio of power outputs between the cold and room-temperature tertiary flow conditions as that observed in the experiment ͑the power output in the room-temperature N 2 case is approximately 50% of the chilled N 2 case͒, but the predicted powers are still higher than measured, even when the reduced pumping rate that agrees with the gain recovery measurement is used. Optical losses could also be playing a role in reducing the extracted power.
The behavior seen in Fig. 2 appears to be a significant finding for ElectricOIL system development. Although the data sets do not show full recovery of the gain downstream of the resonator due to the limiting aperture of the experimental setup, the computations that match the measured slopes do demonstrate full gain recovery further downstream. Thus, the desired result of full gain recovery is achieved, but the comparison of experiment and modeling demonstrates that this occurs at a slower rate than anticipated. This suggests that whatever the responsible kinetic mechanism is, it acts in a "competing" fashion to the standard pumping reaction, as opposed to a "quenching" reaction that irreversibly removes available energy from the O 2 ͑ 1 ⌬͒ and/or I ‫ء‬ . This is a very important distinction between competing and quenching because a competing kinetic process implies that the energy is still available, but that it will take longer to extract. This result suggests that it may be possible to extract significantly more laser power in an ElectricOIL system by ͑i͒ minimizing the effects of the competing process or ͑ii͒ the use of a longer resonator in the flow direction ͑or possibly a folded resonator concept͒.
One of the significant remaining questions regarding the ElectricOIL system is: Why is the amount of laser power extracted so much lower than the available power in the O 2 ͑ 1 ⌬͒? Measurements of gain recovery rate reported here indicate that there is an ElectricOIL-specific kinetic process that is competing with the classic oxygen-iodine laser pumping reaction. We are not suggesting that the established forward pumping rate is in error, only that there is an additional competing process that is occurring in the ElectricOIL system kinetics due to additional species not present in classic chemical oxygen-iodine lasers. BLAZE-V power calculations with a slower pumping rate constant ͑that simulates the competing process͒ can also explain a significant difference between the measured power and what is available to be extracted from the O 2 ͑ 1 ⌬͒. At this time there are still too many uncertainties to draw definitive conclusions; however it appears likely that the difference in ElectricOIL measured laser power and the extractable power available from the O 2 ͑ 1 ⌬͒ is largely due to a competing kinetic reaction with the pumping reaction, and not some error in the established pumping rate. Some future work should be guided toward defining the mechanisms responsible for the reduced gain recovery rate determined here.
